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sectionone:

Pay Equity, What Is It and How It Can Affect You?
What do you think of when you hear the words “pay equity?” Does it mean a person getting a wage that he or
she can survive on or that a woman gets the same wage as a man for the same job or “equal pay for work of equal
value”?

1BZ&RVJUZ4UBSUJOH8JUI"7FSZ4JNQMF6OEFSTUBOEJOH
Pay equity can be expressed in many ways but in every instance it can be simplified as this: A fair wage.

So what makes a wage fair? There is currently no widely accepted consensus on how this should be done. This paper is an introduction to the issue and an explanation of why the practical application of pay equity is complicated
but important and not impossible to do.
When talking about pay equity, the term pay inequity is encountered. If pay equity means a fair wage, then pay
inequity (the opposite of pay equity) is used to describe a situation where an unfair wage exists.
Some common misunderstandings about pay equity need to be addressed. Pay equity is often confused with two
other important and distinct but separate issues - pay equality and a living wage.

1BZ&RVJUZ*T/PU1BZ&RVBMJUZ
Pay equality is: the rate of pay within the same job should be equal for a man, woman, a person of a different race
or ability or any other factor. Pay equality is the concept that most often gets confused with pay equity but they
are not the same thing.

Pay equality is a well-known and generally accepted concept. Rarely, today in Canada, will you find anyone attempting to
justify, let alone, pay a woman less for the same job that a man does. Pay inequality is a very obvious form of discrimination.
Because it is so obvious and believed by many to be a resolved issue, pay equity advocacy is hindered if it is confused with
pay inequality.

1BZ&RVJUZ*T/PU"-JWJOH8BHF
Another concept that gets confused with pay equity is the belief that it means a living wage. A living wage is the
minimum wage a person needs to survive and prosper in our society. This is different from the minimum wage,
a wage that is dictated by legislation as the minimum wage an employer must pay an employee. Most often, the
minimum wage is lower than the living wage.
A living wage is a serious issue to be taken on by AUPE and could be argued as a more important issue than pay
equity. The AUPE Pay Equity Committee believes it is possible for AUPE to advocate for pay equity without
harming the fight for a living wage.

1BZ&RVJUZ"O&YQSFTTJPO$PNNPOMZ6TFE
*O"EESFTTJOH(FOEFS%JTDSJNJOBUJPO
The most common expression of pay inequity is summarized by the phrase “equal pay for work of equal value.” This
phrase is associated usually with gender based pay inequity (or more precisely gender based comparative pay inequity) and the logic behind this unfairness is:
a) There are jobs where men are usually the majority of workers in that job. These are male dominated jobs.
b) There are jobs which women are usually the majority of workers in that job. These are female dominated jobs.

c) The pay inequity occurs when a male dominated job that has the same value as a female dominated job is paid
more than the female dominated job.

%FåOJOHi4BNF7BMVFw5IF$PNQMFY#VU/PU*NQPTTJCMF*TTVF0G1BZ&RVJUZ
One of the major roadblocks to gender based pay equity is that there is not a simple or fast way to decide if two
jobs have the “same value.” This does not mean pay equity is impossible to achieve but to gain it requires time and
resources.

5
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To demonstrate this, take a commonly used example of gender based comparative pay inequity.

A caretaker does the same work as a housekeeper thus these two positions are of the “same value.” The unfairness occurs
because housekeeping, which is traditionally done by women, is paid less than a caretaker, which is traditionally done
by men.

No two jobs should ever be considered to be of the “same value” based on a generalized impression of what they
involve. On the surface the situation of these two positions seem like a pay inequity situation but, to be fair, the
details of the actual job need to be reviewed. Suppose the caretaker but not the housekeeper does heavy lifting,
should this be reflected in a wage difference?
A generalized impression is a valid starting point in recognizing when pay inequity occurs, but advocating for pay
equity in any situation always requires examining the specific details of that situation.

For pay equity reform to occur, a method is required to compare the various factors about the two jobs which will, at
the end of the process, produce a valid argument about the degree of pay inequity. After that work is done, what is
required is a method to repair that inequity.

.FUIPET0G%FBMJOH8JUI1BZ&RVJUZ*TTVFT
Is there a best method to address pay equity? The answer, unfortunately, is not yet.

In other provinces there is legislation that has created a method to deal with implementing pay equity but the
success of these pieces of legislation has not been great. These pieces of legislation have, however, legitimized the
conversation of pay equity and created a framework to approach the issue.

There are six provinces that have enacted pay equity legislation in Canada. They are Manitoba, New Brunswick,
Nova Scotia, Ontario, Prince Edward Island and Quebec. Alberta, along with British Columbia, Newfoundland
and Labrador, the Northwest Territories, Nunavut, Saskatchewan and the Yukon has not1. Three of the four provinces that do not have pay equity legislation have done work on developing a framework to address the issue. The
province that has done no work on this is Alberta2.
In future, the AUPE Pay Equity Committee wants to create an educational and political forum where discussion
can occur about how best to achieve pay equity in Alberta and to educate our membership about the pros and
cons of any particular method that has been already attempted. In this forum we hope to further explain why it is
important for Alberta to have pay equity legislation.

*TTVFT5IBU(FU*O5IF8BZ0G1BZ&RVJUZ3FGPSN
Practical application of pay equity reform also has some other obstacles.

R5 '*&)3,-5'35"05.)5*35'),51!-5.)5-.Ŀ51"(5*35+/#.35)/,-5(5-)5."5'*&)3,5'35)**)-5*35
equity reform.
R5 -)&0#(!5*35+/#.35#--/-5&-)5,+/#,-5#( ),'.#)(5 ,)'5."5'*&)3,-5.".5."35'355,&/.(.5.)5-",85

R5 )'5*)*&5'#-",.,#45*35+/#.35, ),'65 ),52'*&5&&#(!5#.5,#.,,35(5-/$.#05),5&&#(!5#.5-5
“extreme socialism”3.

R5 Ļ,5#-5#Ń/&.35#(5ŀ!/,#(!5)/.51".5*)*&5,5!..#(!5*#855*,-)(]-51!5#-5*,#0.8535+/#.350)35
,+/#,-55135.)5,-*.55*,-)(]-5*,#03651"#&5ŀ!/,#(!5)/.55135.)5-.#'.51".55!,)/*5) 5*)*&5#-5*#5
on average. In the case of this paper, the wage rates were derived from AUPE collective agreements.
R5 Ļ,5#-5!,.50,#.#)(5#(5")15$)-5,5&--#ŀ85 (55*, .51),&65."51),%515)5-")/&55,ł.5/rately by the job classification process and a main document it produces, the job description. Pay equity reform
is often hindered by the inconsistencies in these two things, at times within an employer and often across employers. This subject will be dealt with in more detail in another section of this report.

1
See Human Resources and Social Development Canada. (2006). Pay Equity Legislation in Canada. Retrievable at www.hrsdc.gc.ca/en/lp/
spila/clli/eslc/pay_equity_narrative.pdf.
Also Human Resources and Social Development Canada. (2006). Pay Equity Legislation in Canada By Jurisdiction. Retrievable at www.
hrsdc.gc.ca/en/lp/spila/clli/eslc/table_pay_equity.pdf
2
),#(!5.)5."5(.,#)]-5+/&535)&#.#)(8551118+/&*3)&#.#)(8),!I).",K*,)08*"*
3
Clark, D. (1993, February 22). The Perils of Pay Equity. Alberta Report / Newsmagazine.
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1BZ*OFRVJUZ)BT.BOZ'BDFT
Pay inequity comes in many forms. Gender based comparative pay inequity is probably the most significant and wide
spread form but is not the only type. Considering this type of pay inequity, as the totality of the pay equity issue, is
'/"5&#%5-3#(!5.".5(.,#)5#-5&&5.",5#-5.)5(85-5#.]-5#!V5/.5#.5#-5().5."51")&5-.),38
AUPE is confronted with another instance of pay inequity that occurs with the wage difference between Mental
Health Aides (MHA) and Nursing Attendants (NA). The issue is not centered on gender but that these two professions, which have similar duties and education requirements, should be compensated fairly in relation to each
other. This could be described as profession type based pay inequity but the central issue is: what is a fair wage for
MHAs and NAs to have? See Graph 3A & 3B for more detail on this issue.
Another issue has been brought to the attention of the AUPE Pay Equity Committee - the issue of how practicum students in the field are paid for their work. Most often the case is not at all. An apprentice receives a wage
dependent on their skill level and the stage of their educational program. When a student works for an employer
as the "practicum" part of their educational program, there is often no pay at all. While the argument may be that
these students receive "compensation" by learning about the work environment, it is fundamentally wrong to pay
them nothing for the work that they do. AUPE needs to work with educational institutions and employers to
correct this inequity.

Pay inequity can occur because of age, race, ability and other factors. It is not solely a gender issue. It is natural
that the push for pay equity have a large gender focus because it is an issue that has a consequence to over half of
our population.

)PX%PFT1BZ*OFRVJUZ"GGFDU:PV
The end result of any wage inequity is that a person does not have the money that is rightfully theirs. While theft and
getting paid unfairly less are two different things the end result is the same. You are unjustly poorer.
The nature of pay inequity is that it is possible for it occur without being noticed by those affected. Much like an
unnoticed weekly theft of $10 that goes on for years, the long-term consequences are significant. A person, who
is paid $10 less every week for years, faces the same loss. This idea is aptly demonstrated by the case that gender
based pay inequity contributes to poverty of women in their retirement years.
An unperceived injustice or one that is discovered after the fact is still an injustice. In the tradition of collective
union spirit, what harms one of us harms us all.

sectiontwo:
Job Classification

5IF+VOHMF0G+PC$MBTTJåDBUJPO
Ļ5&-.5#Ń/&.5135.)5,--5."5*35+/#.35#--/5#-5.)52'#(5")15(5'*&)3,5&--#ŀ-5(5)/'(.-55
*,.#/&,5$)85 -.5#Ń/&.65/.5 ,5 ,)'5-35(5",5#-51"395

An organization needs to establish a system to classify, document and sort the different positions it requires –what is
required is a job classification system. The documents which the job classification system creates are largely within the
domain of the employer and its purpose is primarily to run the job site. These documents are not designed to address
*35+/#.35#--/-5(5--#(!5(5#(.,*,.#(!5."'5(55#Ń/&.5(5 ,/-.,.#(!85().",5 .),5'%#(!5*35+/#.35
, ),'5#Ń/&.5#-5.".5'*&)3,-5-&)'5/-5."5-'5$)5&--#ŀ.#)(5-3-.'8
Some job classification systems are more useful in addressing the pay equity issue than others. Factors that make a job
classification system fairer in addressing the pay equity issue are how well it addresses the following:
R5 /.#-5) 5."5*)-#.#)(:5
R5 ),%&):5

R5 ),%#(!5)(#.#)(-:5
R5 -*)(-##&#.3:5
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R5 '*.5) 5,,),:5

R5 /*,0#-),35(5.,#(#(!5,)&-:5

R5 /.#)(&5,+/#,'(.-5) 5."5*)-#.#)(5.".5'355)(!)#(!:5(

R5 (5**&5*,)--5#(5*&5.)5,--5(35)(,(-51#."5$)5&--#ŀ.#)(5#--/-8
AUPE represents workers within a wide range of employers. Of these, AUPE has determined a defined job classification system for some of them. Those systems are:
R5 ,5 ."))&)!3

R5 35)#(.5.#(!53-.'

R5 )5'#&35&--#ŀ.#)(53-.'
R5

)#ŀ535)#(.5.#(!53-.'5BC

R5 )#(.5.#(!53-.'5B-.,(5 (!'(.5)(-/&.(.C
R5 .-)(53..5)#(.5.#(!53-.'

A job classification system is not the primary source of inequity however depending on how it is set up and applied
and the environment it is used in, it can certainly facilitate the existence of pay inequity.

For example the Hay Point Rating system uses four categories to classify jobs and is considered by many to be a
fair classification system that can allow for job comparisons. The Alberta government, however, uses a modified
version of the Hay Point Rating system called PREP, which does not encompass all four categories. Consequently,
the Alberta government classification system is severely compromised as a tool to compare jobs. Therefore pay
#(+/#.35#-5()15 ,5'),5#Ń/&.5.)5#-)0,5# 5#.5#-5)/,,#(!51#."#(5."5&,.5)0,('(.5,0#-85

+PC%FTDSJQUJPO5IF$IBTF'PS"$PNQBSJTPO
35+/#.35#-55#Ń/&.5)(*.5.)5*/.5#(.)5*,.#5/-5.",5#-5()5-#(!&5)(-#-.(.5'.")5.)5.!),#45
work and to assign job titles to positions. For example, in the field of administrative/clerical, AUPE members have
the following positions:

Positions Titles Of AUPE Members Within The Administrative/Clerical Field
Boards, Agencies &
Local Governments
"DDPVOUJOH$MFSL**
"DDPVOUT3FDFJWBCMF$MFSL***
"ENJO4VQQPSU* ** *77
"ENJO"TTJTUBOU
"ENJO0GåDFS***
"ENJO4FSWJDFT***
"ENJO4VQQPSU* ** *** *77
$MFSJDBM"TTJTUBOU3FDFQUJPOJTU
$MFSJDBM"ENJOJTUSBUJWF
$MFSL* ** ****7
$MFSL3FDFQUJPOJTU
3FDFQUJPOJTU
4FDSFUBSZ***
6OJU4FDSFUBSZ
6UJMJUZ$MFSL












Education
"DDPVOUJOH$MFSL* ** *** *77
"DDPVOUJOH$MFSL$BTIJFS
"DDPVOUT1BZBCMF$MFSL
"DDPVOUT3FDFJWBCMF$MFSL
"ENJO1SPHSBN"TTJTUBOU* **
"ENJOBOE$PNNVOJDBUJPOT$PPSEJOBUPS
"ENJO"TTJTUBOU* *****
"ENJO$PVSTF"TTJTUBOU
"ENJO0GåDFS* **
"ENJO4VQQPSU* ** *** *7 77*
"ENJO4VQQPSU3FDFQUJPOJTU
"ENJO$MFSJDBM4VQQPSU
"ENJO1VSDIBTJOH"TTJTUBOU
#PPLTUPSF$MFSL
#PPLTUPSF$MFSL$BTIJFS
#VZFS4UPSF$MFSL
$BTIJFS#JMMJOH$MFSL
$MFSJDBM
$MFSJDBM"TTJTUBOU
$MFSL* *****
$MFSL5ZQJTU
$MFSL5ZQJTU***
$MFSL$BTIJFS"TTJTUBOU
3FDFQUJPOJTU0GåDF4VQQPSU
3FDFQUJPOJTU4XJUDICPBSE0QFSBUPS
4FDSFUBSZ

Government
Services
"ENJO4VQQPSU
"ENJO4VQQPSU
"ENJO4VQQPSU
"ENJO4VQQPSU
"ENJO4VQQPSU
"ENJO4VQQPSU










Health Care
"DDPVOUJOH$MFSL
"ENJO"TTJTUBOU
"ENJO4VQQPSU8PSLFS****7
"ENJO"TTJTUBOU**
"ENJO0GåDFS*
"ENJO4VQQPSU* ** *** *77
"ENJO4VQQPSU8PSLFS
$MFSL* ** *** *7 77*
$MFSL+VOJPS
$MFSL5ZQJTU
$MFSL3FDFQUJPOJTU
3FDFQUJPOJTU* *****
4FDSFUBSZ* ** ****7
6OJU$MFSL
6OJU$MFSL/VSTJOH
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How do all these positions relate to each other? Are positions with “clerk” in the title similar to a position that has
“administrative”? How about “receptionist” or “secretary”? The answer is that it is impossible to know unless each
and every one of these positions is examined in detail.

An initial analysis could occur by looking at positions that have the same name and occur across all four sectors.
Administrative Support 4 (AS4) satisfies this criterion.
A claim can be made that an AS4 employed in the Boards, Agencies & Local Governments sector is equivalent
to one working in Education sector, Government Services sector and in the Health Care sector.
An AS4 in 2007 has the starting wage, according to the collective agreements, in each sector of:

Administrative Support 4 Starting Wage Across Sectors
Boards, Agencies &
Local Governments





Education

Government
Services

Health Care

4





The contract used in this example is currently in negotiations. This rate is a 5% general increase from 2006 that is assumed will be applied retroactively for 2007.

4

There is an obvious difference. The question then is, are these positions significantly different enough to justify the obvious
wage difference or is this an example of pay inequity? The next step would be to examine what occurs in these positions and
)(5'.")5#-5.)5&))%5.5."5$)5-,#*.#)(-85Ļ-5*)-#.#)(-]5$)5-,#*.#)(-65#(5."5 )&&)1#(!5*#./,65,5&#5)/.8
This picture demonstrates that these job descriptions vary
in length and they also vary in style, format and content.
A straight comparison between jobs then becomes very
#Ń/&.5(5/-5) 5."#-515,5-.#&&5 ,5 ,)'5(-1,ing the question, are these jobs of the “same value?”
What is required then, is a valid method to examine these
documents. Choosing one is not that easy as there is still
much debate and conflict about how pay equity should be
approached. Another issue that needs to be addressed is
how accurately a job description describes the position.
A subjective analysis can be done, based upon a generalized impression, to initially look at the pay equity issues
before undertaking an in-depth analysis. In this case, the
generalized impression used is that an AS4 position is “a
job that manages but does not create new information”.

Job duties, from these job descriptions, can be sorted into
two categories. The first is common job duties for AS4s
across sectors. The second is job duties that appear outside the usual role of AS4s based upon the generalized
impression mentioned earlier.
Common Job Duties For
Administrative Support 4 Across Sectors
"DRVJSJOHSFDPSET TDIFEVMFT CVEHFUTBOEPCKFDUT
$PPSEJOBUJOHSFDPSET TDIFEVMFT CVEHFUTBOEPCKFDUT
5SBDLJOHSFDPSET TDIFEVMFT CVEHFUTBOEPCKFDUT
1SPEVDJOHSFDPSET TDIFEVMFT CVEHFUTBOEPCKFDUT
7FSJGZJOHSFDPSET TDIFEVMFT CVEHFUTBOEPCKFDUT
.POJUPSJOHSFDPSET TDIFEVMFT CVEHFUTBOEPCKFDUT
1SPWJEJOHJOJUJBMDPOUBDUBOEJOGPSNBUJPOUPUIFQVCMJD
1SPWJEJOHUZQJOH DPNQPTJUJPOBOEPUIFSTFSWJDFTJOUIF
DSFBUJPOPGFNBJMT MFUUFST 1PXFS1PJOUQSFTFOUBUJPOTBOE
PUIFSQBQFSBOEEJHJUBMMZCBTFEEPDVNFOUT

Chasing The Comparison

Administrative Support 4 Job Descriptions Across Sectors

Board, Agencies &
Local Governments

Education

Government Services

Health Care

Job Duties Outside The Usual Role Of
Administrative Support 4
%FGVTJOHBOBOHSZQFSTPOPWFSUIFUFMFQIPOFPSJOQFSTPO
*OUFSQSFUJOHDSJNJOBMDPEF MFHJTMBUJPOBOESFHVMBUJPO
%FUFSNJOJOHåOFTBOECBJM
%FDJEJOHJGBQFSTPOJTMFHJUJNBUFMZEFUBJOFEBOE
OPUTVCKFDUUPDSJNJOBMMFHJTMBUJPO
"TTFTTJOHTVJDJEBM NFOUBMJMMOFTTPSTFDVSJUZDPODFSOTGSPNåMFJOGPSNBUJPO
$SFBUJOHBOBOOVBMSFQPSU
3FWJFXJOHSFTFBSDISFQPSUT
"OBMZ[JOHEBUB
5SBJOJOHQFPQMFBOEEFWFMPQJOHUSBJOJOHNBUFSJBMGPSUIF
QVCMJDPONBUFSJBMUIBUJTVOSFMBUFEUPBENJOJTUSBUJPO

9
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Are AS4s in any particular sector dealing with a pay inequity situation? There is enough information here to
suggest this is possible. To fully answer this question though requires more detailed examination of the specific
situation of each job.

If, after full analysis, an inequity is discovered, then comes the important question -what should be done about it and,
even more importantly, what do the people doing this work want done given the obstacles of achieving pay equity?
Addressing pay equity requires navigating through these and other questions.

sectionthree:

Wage Comparisons and Pay Equity
The general understanding of “job” within any given classification may not necessarily reflect the actual work
performed or the specific duties that is paid a particular wage. Particular job classifications have inconsistencies
between employers, worksites and sectors. Therefore, the general understanding and not the specific job classification method is the best starting point for this particular analysis and study. We recognize that the general
understanding of this issue is not the same for everyone. The following demonstrates the scope of this study based
upon this principle.

(SBQI4UBSUJOH8BHFT0G5IF$VTUPEJBM$MBTTJåDBUJPO
Overview Of Graph #1
The main purpose of the graph is to demonstrate how wage rates vary within the job category of custodial workers
across various AUPE sectors. The analysis of this graph is subjective. Remember this is a generalized understanding of jobs within the “custodial” classification.
The generalized impression used in sorting the jobs in this field was “a job that provides cleaning services.” Custodial, as a term used in this context, has been used very liberally so this would include jobs such as facilities management, caretaker, housekeeper, laundry services worker and so on.

Data Source Of Graph #1
The data for all the wage rates for jobs were retrieved from various 2007 unionized collective agreements covering
AUPE members and from current available on-line, private sector “job postings” for jobs within Alberta.
Details About Graph #1
1. Each grouping of bars represents one collective agreement, or in the case of data outside of a collective agree'(.5."5*,#0.5-.),:
h85 "5^,_5)(5."5!,*"5,*,-(.-5)(5-*#ŀ5$):

3. The highest starting rate was used, including private sector job postings that advertised a wage rate “range” (i.e.
qgh8ffI",575qgk8ffI",C:
j85 *(#(!5/*)(5."5.5) 5,.#ŀ.#)(51#."#(5hffm65."51!5,.-5'350,3:

k85 Ļ5'#(#'/'51!5,.5/-51-5qn5(5")/,5B,*,-(.#(!5."5#(,-5 ,)'5qm8ffI")/,5#(5hffmC:

6. The colours on the graph represent one sector. (Note: Not all collective agreements were reviewed within a
-.),C:5
7. Individual collective agreements are not identified for the purposes of this research.

Pay Equity 3FQPSU

Analysis Of Graph #1
Upon review of the graph, one can conclude that the
wages within the custodial job classification are very
close to the minimum wage. It also demonstrates
the variance of wages within classifications between
sectors. There is one job classification that shows
below minimum wage, but this is attributed to the
collective agreement in place prior to the increase in
the minimum wage in September 2007.

The stepping pattern in this graph can be attributed
to the different levels (ie. caretaker level 1/ caretaker
level 2 etc.) within a classification. Usually this is the
case, but in other circumstances, may be attributed
to jobs with different titles.
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Health Care

Conclusion About Graph #1
Private Sector
Education
Most wages shown on the graph are in fact above
Government Services
minimum wage, but this raises the question: Can
AUPE members and members of the public sector “live” on minimum wage in Alberta? Should AUPE be advocating for an appropriate “living wage” amount to be negotiated into every collective agreement? That question
may have to be addressed at some time in the future. How does this issue relate to pay equity? How can AUPE
address pay equity through negotiations?

(SBQI4UBSUJOH8BHFT0G5IF"ENJOJTUSBUJWF$MFSJDBM$MBTTJåDBUJPO
Overview Of Graph #2
The main purpose of the graph is to demonstrate how wage rates vary within the job category of administrative/
clerical across various AUPE sectors. The analysis of this graph is subjective. Remember this is a generalized understanding of jobs within the “administrative/clerical” classification.

The generalized impression used in sorting the jobs in this field was “a job that manages but does not create new
information.”

This analysis could allow for jobs that should be included/ excluded in this category or vice versa. The graphs also
do not take into consideration shift differentials, location or overtime benefits, only the basic hourly wage.

Data Source Of Graph #2
The data for all the wage rates for jobs were retrieved from various 2007 unionized collective agreements covering
AUPE members and from current available on-line, private sector “job postings” for jobs within Alberta.

Details About Graph #2
1. Each grouping of bars represents one collective agreement, or in the case of data outside of a collective agree'(.5."5*,#0.5-.),:
h85 "5^,_5)(5."5!,*"5,*,-(.-5)(5-*#ŀ5$):

3. The highest starting rate was used, including private sector job postings that advertised a wage rate “range” (i.e.
qgh8ffI",575qgk8ffI",C:
j85 *(#(!5/*)(5."5.5) 5,.#ŀ.#)(51#."#(5hffm65."51!5,.-5'350,3:

5. The colours on the graph represent one sector. (Note: Not all collective agreements were reviewed within a
-.),C:
6. Individual collective agreements are not identified for the purposes of this research.
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Analysis Of Graph #2
This graph demonstrates the danger of solely relying
upon a generalized impression to make an argument
for pay equity because the jobs in the public sector appear to be on par or even better then those in other sectors. This may have occurred because of the sampling
bias that occurs in using a generalized impression.

$35/Hr
$30/Hr
$25/Hr
$20/Hr

Also this graph suggests that for the health care sector its highest level administrative/clerical positions
start at a lower rate then in the other sectors.

$15/Hr
$10/Hr
$5/Hr

Health Care
Private Sector
Education
Government Services
Boards, Agencies & Local Government

The stepping pattern in this graph can be attributed to
the different levels (ie. clerk 1/clerk 2 etc.) within a classification. Usually this is the case, but in other circumstances, may be attributed to jobs with different titles.

Conclusion About Graph #2
This graph demonstrates that a generalized impression
is a useful tool to indicate where further research is required. In this instance further research is required to appropriately measure if the private sector is truly paying wages
for administrative/clerical positions as indicated by the graph. Secondly is there is a significant pay inequity in the wage
levels of high-end administrative/clerical positions in the health care sector?

(SBQI""OE#&YBNJOJOH5IF1BZ&RVJUZ4JUVBUJPO0G.FOUBM)FBMUI"JEFT"OE/VSTJOH
Attendants
Overview of Graph #3A And #3B
AUPE is experiencing a pay equity situation between those who work as Mental Health Aides (MHAs) and those
who work as a Nursing Attendants (NAs).

According to ANC Multi-Employer Collective Agreement, NAs made from 2004 to 2007, on average 18% less
then MHAs. With the new contract in 2008, NAs received an increase in wages of 15% while MHAs received an
increase of 5%. As a result of the new contract, NAs make now, on average, only 7.5% less than MHAs.
The pay equity question situation in this case has two perspectives: One perspective is that NAs and MHAs are
positions of the “same value” and therefore should be paid the same. The other perspective is that they are not
positions of the “same value” and that this justifies an appropriate wage difference.

Data Source Of Graph #3A And #3B
The data for the wage rates for jobs were taken from the new (expires 2011) and the previous (expires 2008) ANC
Multi-Employer Collective Agreement between AUPE and Health Board of Alberta Services.

Details about Graph #3A And #3B
For Graph #3A
1. Each “line” on the graph represents the wage rate progression of the year 2004, 2008 or 2011. The first point in
a line represents what a person, who is starting, would receive as a wage. The last point in a line represents what
a person, who has 8 years of employment, would receive. Each line comes from data within a specific year.
For Graph #3B
1. Each “line” on this graph represents a starting wage from 2004 to 2011. The first point in a line represents what
a person would receive as starting wage in 2004 and the last point on the line is what a person would receive
as a starting wage in 2011. Each line is created from data that spans across separate years.
For Both Graph #3A and #3B
g85 &&5!5,.-5"05(5$/-.5.)5hffn5)&&,-:

2. Wage rates before 2008 have been adjusted through the recorded Consumer Price Index (CPI) annual average
#(ł.#)(5,.:
3. Wage rates after 2008 have been adjusted through an estimation of future inflation rate of 2.24%, which is the
average CPI inflation rate of the last nine years.
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Graph #3A

In Graph 3A the wage rate of the MHAs in
all years plateau after 5 years. In the year 2004
NAs who had eight years of employment are
paid nearly $2 less then MHAs who had 8
years of employment. However this changes
in the year 2008 and 2011 where the NAs
who had 8 years of employment are only paid $25/Hr
around 30 cents less than MHAs who had 8
$20/Hr
years of employment.

Wage scale for Mental Health Aides
And Nursing Attendants in 2004, 2008
and 2011

Graph 3B demonstrates that from year 2007 $15/Hr
to 2008, with the introduction of the new collective agreement NAs have received a bigger $10/Hr
increase then the MHAs had received. Yet they
are still paid less then MHAs
$5/Hr
Conclusion About Graph #3A And #3B
This situation demonstrates some of the difficulty dealing with implementing pay equity.
For some people MHAs and NAs are position
of the same value and should be paid the same.
For others they are positions of different value
and should be paid differently.
Is it possible to reconcile these different views?
What is the right course of action for AUPE
to take regarding this situation? What is the
fair thing to do?

2011
2008
2004

Mental Health Aide

Nursing Attendant

Graph #3B

Starting Wages Of Mental Health Aides
And Nursing Attendants from 2004 to
2011

$20/Hr

(SBQI""OE#&YBNJOJOH5IF#JH
1JDUVSF0G1BZ&RVJUZ
$15/Hr
Overview of Graph #4A And #4B
Pay equity is about receiving a fair wage. What $10/Hr
occurs when the wage rates mentioned in the
previous graphs are compared to some other
$5/Hr
jobs that are, as some may state, of higher value? For instance, what about the job to run the
&,.5!)0,('(.5),5&,.]-5"&."5),>5
Would this difference be fair?

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Data Source of Graph #4A And #4B
Nursing Attendant
Mental Health Aide
The data for all the wage rates for jobs were
reviewed from various collective agreements,
and from current available on-line, private sector “job postings” and newspaper reports. Graph #4A and #4B are
built in part from Graph #1, #2, and #3A. Graph #4A and #4B have these parts labeled. For information regarding
these parts please see the earlier graphs.
Details about Graph #4A And #4B
For Graph #4A & #4B
g85 "5^,_5)(5."5!,*"5,*,-(.-5)(5-*#ŀ5$):

2. Each “line” (after the bars) on the graph represents the wage rate progression of Mental Health Aides (MHAs)
(5/,-#(!5..((.-5B-C5 ),5."53,5hffj65hffn5(5hfgg:
3. The colours on the graph are consistent with the colours used in the previous graphs.

2011
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$700/Hr

Wage Rate Comparison to Alberta
Government Politicians and Alberta
Health Services Board CEOs

Graph #4A

$600/Hr

$500/Hr

Conclusion About Graph #4A And #4B
One of the struggles of pay equity is that
it comes in many forms and each requires
a different approach. The inequity demonstrated in these graphs between those running our government, the health board and
the rest of us requires a different tactic than
how we address the pay inequity between,
for example, Mental Health Aides and
Nursing Attendants. Choices will need to
be made about which pay inequity situation
should receive the most focus.

Health Care
Minimum Wage
Private Sector
Education
Government Services
Boards, Agencies & Local Government
Alberta MLA, Cabinet Minister, Alberta Premier
Alberta Healthboard CEOs (Past & Present)
Mental Health Aide
Nursing Attendant

$400/Hr

$300/Hr

$200/Hr

$100/Hr

Wages Of An Alberta MLA, A
Cabinet Minister And The
Alberta Premier

Wages Of An Alberta Health
Services Board CEOs (Past &
Present)

Graph #3A
Wage scale for Mental Health
Aides And Nursing Attendants
in 2004, 2008 and 2011

Graph #4B

$120/Hr
$100/Hr
$80/Hr
$60/Hr

Wage Rate Comparison to
Alberta Government Politicians
Minimum Wage
Health Care
Private Sector
Education
Government Services
Boards, Agencies & Local Government
Alberta MLA, Cabinet Minister, Alberta Premier
Mental Health Aide
Nursing Attendant

$40/Hr
$20/Hr

Wages Of An Alberta MLA, a
Cabinet Minister And The
Alberta Premier

Graph #3A
Wage scale for Mental Health
Aides And Nursing Attendants
in 2004, 2008 and 2011

Analysis of Graph #4A And #4B
The graphs demonstrate that differences in
fair pay among common jobs pales in comparison when they are compared to jobs in
Alberta that are at top of the hierarchy of
“value”.
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sectionfour:
Conclusion

The struggle for pay equity can be described as a “wicked problem” or maybe more appropriately a “social mess”5
because it is a problem that is:
R5 )'*&#.65)'*&25(5'#!/)/-:

R5 Ļ,5#-5)(-#,&5/(,.#(.35)/.51".5."5)(#.#)(-5,65&.5&)(51".5."5**,)*,#.5.#)(-5'#!".5
:
R5 )*&51")5"05#Ŀ,(.5*)#(.-5) 50#15-5."5*,)&'5#Ŀ,(.&3:5(
R5 Ļ,5#-5)(ł#.5)0,51"#"50&/5"-5."5')-.5#'*),.(8

&#(!51#."551#%5*,)&'5)-(].5'(5#.5#-5#'*)--#&5.)5&51#."65/.5.".5."5-)&/.#)(5#-5().5,#&35*parent. There is no quick fix or simple solution for the struggle for pay equity.
What is required is sustained effort to address the issue, which is why AUPE created the AUPE Pay Equity Committee, which was established with the mandate to:

i)

##C5

Educate - to educate members of the Alberta Union of Provincial Employees (AUPE), and the public on the
#--/-5,&.5.)535+/#.3:5
)3575&&5&0&-5) 5!)0,('(.650,#)/-5/(#)(-5#(5&,.5(5."5*/&#5 ),5&!#-&.#)(:5

iii) Information - establish and maintain a database of current information and legislation related to Pay Eq/#.3:5
#0C5 .#)(575*,*,5(5*,-(.5*)&##-65,# -5(5#( ),'.#)(5) 5)(,(5-5,+/#,:

0C5 -,"57535+/#.35#--/-51#."#(55#(5,&.#)(5.)5&--#ŀ.#)(-65!(,5(5-3-.'#5#-,#'#(.#)(:5
and
vi) Research - compare rates of pay and classifications within the private sector - research initiatives.

The AUPE Pay Equity Committee is committed to working in the short term and long term to address this issue.
In the short term it is working on creating an AUPE Pay Equity Policy statement and establishing an Alberta
based pay equity coalition, much like the Ontario one that spear headed pay equity legislation in that province.

The Pay Equity Committee is dedicated to educating and informing the AUPE membership about achieving pay
+/#.35!#0(5."5#Ń/&.#-5) 5."5#--/85 (5."5.,#.#)(5) 5.,/5.,5/(#)(#-'65."5535+/#.35)''#..5
believes that AUPE is up to the challenge of taking on this issue

Pay equity is about a fair wage for all workers.

Ļ#-5ŀ(#.#)(5 ),5^1#%5*,)&'_5(5^-)#&5'--_5)'-5 ,)'5),.585),(]-5**,5 ()1&!5 **#(!5 ),5)'*&25)#&5 ---5
1"#"5(55,.,#05)(&#(5.51118-.( ),8/I,"),(I#'!-I*"%,I-*" (1&! 8* 5
5

